
Budgeting  

As February approaches and many companies near the end of their financial year, revenues will be 

added up and profit or loss determined but equally important and usually overlooked by businesses 

is budgeting for the coming financial year.Because budgeting is so important that all your strategies 

rest on your ability to allocate financial resources to the departments that make your business 

function. 

I cannot stress enough the importance of correctly distributing funds to the different areas of your 

business. Because the ability to allocate financial resources to the department that contributes the 

most to overall revenue is paramount to the success of any business. This is something that should 

be at the heart of every budget and for you to accomplish thatyouneed to examine your business 

and identify which is your best performingdepartment.  

Could it be the marketing department or the manufacturing department or even the human 

resources department? Whichever department it is you have got to identify it and then allocate the 

bulk of your budget to it in order for you to maximize its contribution to overall revenues.  

The biggest challenge with preparing a budget is that it is impossible to stick to it simply because a 

myriad of unforeseen expensescan arise. And this is what deters entrepreneurs from putting 

together a yearly budget.  

But as much as unforeseen expenses arise the biggest issue is that entrepreneurs set themselves up 

for failure and they do so by budgeting using financial projections. 

Business people are obsessed with financial projections to the point where they use projections to 

determine actual future income and worse still to put together a budget. What makes it even worse 

is that companies look at the current market then estimate how much sales they will make at 

different times of the year. Sounds ridiculous but I assure you entrepreneurs all over the world use 

imaginary sales figures to plan for the future and then wonder why their businesses fail.  

Financial projections are probably the most overvalued tools used in business because they never 

work. In the history of business there hasnever been a company that has projected a certain amount 

and made that exact amount. 

There are two ways to prepare a budget; you could either use financial projections which is 

preparing a budget based on money you might or might not make. Or you could prepare a budget 

using actual cash you possess in the bank. The first option has caused many businesses to go under 

because they could not honour their financial commitments when projected income didn’t come. 

The second allows you to plan realistically whilst ensuring you remain solvent. 
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